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Abstract The Asr gene family (named after abscicic acid

[ABA], stress, ripening), exclusively present in plant gen-

omes, is involved in transcriptional regulation. Its members

are up-regulated in roots and leaves of water- or salt-

stressed plants. In previous work, evidence of adaptive

evolution (as inferred from synonymous and nonsynony-

mous divergence rates) has been reported for Asr2 in

Solanum chilense and S. arcanum, two species dwelling in

habitats with different precipitation regimes. In this paper

we investigate patterns of intraspecific nucleotide variation

in Asr2 and the unlinked locus CT114 in S. chilense and S.

arcanum. The extent of nucleotide diversity in Asr2 dif-

fered between species in more than one order of

magnitude. In both species we detected evidence of non-

neutral evolution, which may be ascribed to different

selective regimes, potentially associated to unique climatic

features, or, alternatively, to demographic events. The

results are discussed in the light of demographic and

selective hypotheses.

Keywords Polymorphism � Asr genes � Solanum �
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Introduction

Plants have coped with water deficit since they colonized

land environments about 400 MYA (Qiu and Palmer 1999).

Thereafter, specific drought tolerance adaptations have

evolved in Tracheophytes allowing them to expand their

distribution range over drier areas. These adaptations

consist of both morphological features and physiological

responses. Although the molecular underlying mechanisms

have been comprehensively studied (Hoekstra et al. 2001),

the whole picture is still missing. Gaining a deeper insight

into plant adaptations to water deficit is of great interest not

only to agronomists but also to evolutionary biologists and

population geneticists (Kane and Rieseberg 2007).

The desiccation stress response involves a complex ABA

(abscicic acid)-mediated signal transduction pathway,

probably initiated by membrane-bound osmosensors (Urao

et al. 1999) in key tissues and culminates with the synthesis

of protective molecules such as LEA (late embryogenesis

abundant) proteins (Tunnacliffe and Wise 2007) and sugars

(Peters et al. 2007). The Asr gene family (named after ABA,

stress, ripening), which encodes transcription factors (Cakir

et al. 2003), is present in most seed plants, and captures

considerable attention as its members respond to ABA in

roots and leaves of water- and salt-stressed plants (Iusem

et al. 1993; Maskin et al. 2001; Kalifa et al. 2004a). Inter-

esting for both mechanistic and biotechnological

motivations, delivery of Asr transgenes happens to confer

high salinity- and/or drought-tolerance to yeast (Bermudez-

Moretti et al. 2006), maize (Jeanneau et al. 2002), tobacco

(Kalifa et al. 2004b) and Arabidopsis (Yang et al. 2005).

For the above-mentioned reasons, the Asr family is a

suitable and attractive model to study the evolutionary

forces shaping polymorphism and divergence of its mem-

bers and their contribution to adaptation of organisms to
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threatening environmental demands. Recent comparative

studies showed a significant excess of non-synonymous

substitutions relative to synonymous substitutions in the

coding sequence of Asr2 in the branches of the phylogeny

leading to S. chilense and S. arcanum (formerly—L. pe-

ruvianum v. humifusum) which inhabit arid and mesic

habitats, respectively (Frankel et al. 2003). Moreover, the

replacement substitutions observed included amino acid

changes at nucleotide positions that are highly conserved

even among distant genera. These results led the authors to

reject the null hypothesis of neutral evolution and to con-

clude that Asr2 might have been a target of natural

selection. However, intraspecific patterns of nucleotide

variation in this regulatory gene were not analyzed in

Frankel et al. (2003). This issue might be relevant since

population genetic theory makes specific predictions about

patterns of intraspecific variation in the neighborhood of

nucleotide sites under selection (Hudson 1990). Such pat-

terns can be detected as departures from expectations under

mutation-drift equilibrium (Kimura 1983).

In this study, we investigate the forces governing the

evolutionary history of Asr2 in two wild tomato species, S.

chilense and S. arcanum, that inhabit areas with different

rainfall regimes. The former lives in areas which are

steadily dry along the year, while the latter inhabit areas

with alternating dry and wet seasons along the year.

These sharply different climatic conditions may impose

disparate environmental challenges to the plants. Extre-

mely dry conditions may impose strong selective responses

to drought responsive genes, whereas alternating dry and

humid seasons may result in time-dependent selection that

also represents a major force shaping molecular variation

(Mustonen and Lässig 2007). Our hypothesis is that S.

arcanum and S. chilense might have different patterns of

sequence variation in the drought responsive gene Asr2 as

responses to such dissimilar climatic regimes.

To this end, we obtained Asr2 sequences sampled in

wild populations of S. chilense and S. arcanum to analyse

patterns of intraspecific variation. However, since certain

selective regimes and demographic events may leave

similar footprints in patterns of intraspecific variation, we

extended our study to a second non-linked gene region,

CT114, as an attempt to disentangle the effects of

demography and natural selection shaping variation in

Asr2. The rationale of this experimental design is simple:

demographic events are supposed to have a genome-wide

effect, while selection is expected to affect only the target

site and tightly linked regions (Wall et al. 2002).

Remarkably, patterns of variation in Asr2 were non-

compatible with neutral expectations and suggest that dif-

ferent selective forces govern nucleotide variation in both

species, which, we argue, may be a consequence of adap-

tation to different regimes of rainfall. However,

demographic events such as population bottlenecks and

population admixture cannot be ruled out in S. chilense and

S. arcanum, respectively

Materials and methods

Genes and populations

We analyzed nucleotide variation in the gene loci Asr2

(Rossi and Iusem 1994) and CT114 (Ganal et al. 1998). Both

genes are situated in regions of low recombination. Asr2

maps close to the centromere of chromosome 4 between

TG208 and TG75A markers (Rossi et al. 1996). CT114,

which encodes a putative phospho-glycerate kinase (Ganal

et al. 1998), is in chromosome 7 (see Sol Genomics Network

at http://www.sgn.cornell.edu) and the estimated recombi-

nation rate for this gene region is\0.001 9 10-8 per site per

generation (Roselius et al. 2005). CT114 was chosen for

comparative purposes as a potential neutral control, since

patterns of nucleotide variation in this gene were shown to be

consistent with neutral expectations in S. peruvianum, a

close relative of S. arcanum (Städler et al. 2005). Unfortu-

nately, there are no sequence data available for S. arcanum.

Seeds of S. arcanum from the populations of San Juan and

Morochupa (accessions LA0385, 7�1203600S/78�300W and

LA2151, 7�1603000S/78�3703000W, respectively) and S. chi-

lense from Ayavirı́ (accession LA2884, 22�140S/68�230W)

were obtained from the Tomato Genetics Resource Center

(University of California, Davis; http://tgrc.ucdavis.edu). San

Juan and Morochupa are about 15 km away from each other

along an altitudinal gradient along Jequetepeque river valley,

with no apparent geographical barrier between them. These

localities are situated in a semiarid-mesic region of north-

western Perú with an average precipitation of *600 mm per

year and a marked seasonal regime. Rainfall, in this area is not

evenly distributed along the year, and the climatic character-

istic is the presence of a dry and a humid season (http://

www.fao.org/ag/agl/swlwpnr/reports/y_lm/z_pe/pe.htm). In

turn, Ayavirı́ is in the very desertic area of northern Chile with

less than 100 mm of annual precipitations (http://www.serviu.

cl/10/documentos/Urbanismoyconstrucción/Normativaté

cnica/aguaslluvias/capı́tulo3.pdf).

Genomic DNA extraction and amplification

We followed the protocol of Peralta and Spooner (2001)

for DNA extraction starting with 8–10 mg of leaf tissue.

We PCR-amplified the coding sequences of Asr2 and

CT114 using the following primers: forward 50-AGAGA

AGCAATACAATATGGCT-30 and reverse 50-TATTAGA

CAAAACATAGAGTCC-30 for Asr2 (Frankel et al. 2003);

and forward: 50-ATATTGCTTAGGCGTCATCCA-30 and
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reverse: 50-TTGAAACCAGCCGTTGC-30 for CT114

(Roselius et al. 2005). PCR amplifications were performed

in a PTC-100 (M.J. Research) according to the following

PCR profile: 35 cycles of denaturation (1 min at 92�C),

annealing (1 min at 52�C for Asr2, and 58�C for CT114)

and extension (1 min at 72�C). Amplification products

were run in 1% agarose gels and bands of the expected size

(*500 bp for Asr2 and *1.17 kbp for CT114) excised

from the gel.

To avoid sequence ambiguities resulting from hetero-

zygote sites, we cloned the amplified fragments into a

plasmid before sequencing. Inserts of purified plasmids

were sequenced by Macrogen Inc. (Korea) (http://www.

macrogen.com) using T3 and T7 universal primers. Thus,

each insert corresponds to a PCR amplified fragment

coming from a single plant (i.e. one sequence per indi-

vidual). Sequencing a single clone from a PCR amplified

fragment could result in few spurious singletons (reflecting

errors of polymerase) and/or in vitro recombination

(Bradley and Hillis 1997). However these potential arti-

facts cannot substantially alter the results since they would

tend to increase variation in S. chilense and to attenuate

haplotype structure in S. arcanum (see results), and hence,

in both cases, our inferences would be further supported.

The exclusion of putative Asr2 recombinants in S. arcanum

may be controlling for the second possibility. Moreover,

direct sequencing of PCR products revealed the presence of

several identical alleles in S. chilense and in S. arcanum the

presence of double peaks in some sites, due to heterozy-

gosity, which were confirmed after cloning.

In addition, we retrieved eight Asr2 sequences (Frankel

et al. 2003; AY217009) and 10 CT114 sequences

(AY941646–AY941655) of S. chilense, and one Asr2

sequence of S. arcanum (AY217011) from GenBank. All

new sequences reported in this paper have been deposited in

GenBank under accession numbers EF488609–EF488666.

On the whole, we obtained the entire coding sequence of

Asr2, which includes an intron and two exons (*470 nt

length, Figs. 1 and 2), from 17 individuals of S. chilense

(Ayavirı́), and 25 of S. arcanum (14 from San Juan and 11

from Morochupa) (Table 1). The amplified fragment of

CT114 (*1165 nt) encompassed two incomplete exons at

the 50 and 30 ends of the amplified region plus two complete

exons and three introns (Figs. 1 and 2). Twelve CT114

sequences of S. chilense (Ayavirı́) and 23 of S. arcanum

(12 sequences from San Juan and 11 from Morochupa)

were included in this study (Table 1).

Data analyses and tests of neutrality

Sequences were aligned using ClustalW. DnaSP 4.1 (Rozas

et al. 2003) was used to obtain estimates of nucleotide

variation and for standard neutrality tests. We quantified

nucleotide variation in terms of two common estimators of

the neutral mutation parameter (h = 4Nel0, where Ne is the

effective population size and l0 is the neutral mutation

rate): the mean number of pairwise differences per site (p),

also named nucleotide diversity, and Watterson’s estimator

of h (hw) based on the observed number of segregating sites

(Watterson 1975). Length polymorphisms (indels) were

considered in these estimates since many of them were

informative, unless it is explicitly stated. Each indel was

counted as a single segregating site regardless of its length.

The recombination rate parameter (R), the minimum

number of recombination events (Rm) and haplotype

diversity (Hd) were also estimated using DnaSP 4.1 for

specific purposes that are explained subsequently. DnaSP

4.1 was also employed to estimate genetic differentiation

between populations and between Asr2 haplotypes in

S. arcanum, in terms of Kst* (Hudson 1992), Dxy (i.e. the

average number of nucleotide differences per site between

haplogroups), and the number of fixed differences between

populations or haplogroups. Statistical significance of Kst*

was assessed by means of permutation tests with 10,000

replications.

Gene genealogies were estimated by the statistical par-

simony algorithm (Templeton et al. 1992) as implemented

in TCS 1.21 software (Clement et al. 2000). The Asr2

sequence of Solanum habrochaites (GenBank accession

numbers: AY217010) was used as a predefined outgroup

(i.e. regardless of the outgroup weights given by TCS 1.21

software). For the only purpose of allowing the inclusion of

this predetermined outgroup in the haplotype networks,

parsimony confidence limits were sufficiently relaxed.

However, except for the branch leading to the root, net-

work structures were exactly the same as those obtained for

95% confidence limits (9 mutational steps). We applied the

test proposed by Crandall and Templeton (1999) to eval-

uate the occurrence of intralocus recombination in the

context of haplotype networks. This test evaluates whether

mutations are spatially associated along the sequence of the

putative recombinant haplotype, so that the ones occurring

in one of the two branches that converge at the candidate

recombinant are preferentially located at 50 or 30 region,

while those present in the other branch occupy 30 or 50

region, respectively.

We employed Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) and Fu and

Li’s F (Fu and Li 1993) tests to investigate whether the

frequency spectrum of nucleotide variation in our popula-

tion samples were in agreement with neutral expectations.

Tajima’s D test is based on the standardized difference

between p and hw. Similarly, Fu and Li’s F is the stan-

dardized difference between p and the number of external

mutations (i.e. singletons absent in the sequence of an

outgroup) and takes into account whether variants are

ancestral or derived. The logic of these tests is the same,
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since all statistics are unbiased estimators of the neutral

parameter, they are expected to be equal under neutrality,

whereas negative and positive significant values of the test

statistics reflect departures from the neutral model. We also

employed Fu’s Fs test (Fu 1997), which examines the

significance of the probability S0 of having no fewer than k0

haplotypes conditional on h = p. Finally, we applied Fay

and Wu H test (Fay and Wu 2000) that is particularly

efficient in distinguishing departures from the neutral

standard model caused by positive selection from those

caused by demography. This test is based on the difference

between p and hH (another estimator of h) which measures

the relative number of high frequency derived variants

among polymorphic sites. Neutrality tests were computed

for variation at all, non-synonymous, silent (i.e. synony-

mous plus noncoding) and synonymous sites. For Fu and

Li’s and Fay and Wu0s tests, which require an outgroup, we

used Asr2 and CT114 sequences of S. habrochaites

a
EXON 1 INTRON EXON 2

 Asr2 1===========159--------279=========467

1 1 4
1 0 5 4
8 5 6 2

 SchN1 C C C A
 SchN2 . . . .
 SchN3 . . . .
 SchN4 . . . .
 SchN5 . . . .
 SchN6 . . . .
 SchN7 . . . .
 SchN8 . . . .
 Sch2 . . . .
 SchC . . . .
 SchD . . . .
 SchF . . . .
 SchI . . . .
 Schb . T T .
 Sch1 . . . .
 SchB . . . .
 Schce T . . G

 S. habr. . . . .

b
INTRON EXON INT. EX.

CT114   1===17--------241=============558---------------727======//

1 3 3 4 4 5  5  6 6 6 7 7
 3 4 0 5 0 2 3  7  1 4 9 0 1
 5 6 3 3 4 6 7  4  0 5 0 7 2

chce  C C C G C G T  A  - T A G T
chb  . T . A T . .  .  . - . . .
Y941655  . T . A . . .  .  . - . . .
Y941654  . T . A . . .  .  . - . . .
Y941653  . T . A . . .  .  . . . . .
Y941652  . T . A . . .  .  . - . . .
Y941651  . T . A . . .  .  . - . . .
Y941650  . T . A . . .  .  . - . . .
Y941649  . T . A . . .  .  . - . . .
Y941648  . T . A . . .  .  . - . . .
Y941647  T T T A . A C  G  A . G A C
Y941646  . T . A . . .  .  . - . . .

S
S
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

S. habr.  . T T A . A .  G  A . G . C

Fig. 1 Summary of nucleotide

polymorphism in the aligned

sequences of Asr2 (a) and

CT114 (b) from Solanum
chilense (LA2884). Location of

exons and introns in the

amplified region of each locus

are shown at the top. Each row

corresponds to an individual

sequence, columns to

polymorphic sites, and dots

represent identity relative to the

first aligned sequence. Insertion/

deletions are indicated by short

dashes. The last aligned

sequence (S. habr.) corresponds

to the outgroup Solanum
habrochaites. Non-synonymous

variable sites are shaded
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 Asr2 EXON 1 INTRON EXON 2
         1==================165-------------------286===============471 

                          1 11  11111112 2 2 2 2 2    2 3  3 44 44 4 
            222222 3 99   4 56  99999990 0 2 2 3 5    9 0  9 22 33 4 
            345678 6 36   3 91  23456780 8 2 7 7 5    2 5  6 78 47 7 

San Juan 

 SaSj3      ACCAAC C AT   T CC  TATAGTTA - - C T C    G A  G AA AT C
 SaSj7      ...... . ..   C ..  ........ . . . . .    A .  . .. .. . 
 SaSj8      ...... . ..   . ..  ........ . . . . .    A .  . .. .. . 
 SaSj4      ...... T ..   . ..  ........ . . . . .    A .  . .. .. . 
 SaSj6      ...... . ..   . ..  ........ . . . . .    A .  . .. .. . 
 SaSjA      ...... . ..   . ..  ........ . . . C .    A .  . .. .. . 
 SaSjC      ...... . ..   . ..  ........ . . . . .    A .  . .. .. . 
 SaSjF      ...... . ..   . ..  ........ . . . . .    A .  . .. .. . 
 SahSj4     ------ . .A   . ..  .......G C . T . .    A .  . .. .. . 
 SaSjB      ------ . .A   . .G  C......G C . T . G    A C  . .. .. . 
 SaSjPe     ------ . .A   . .G  C......G C . T . G    A .  A GG .C A ∆
 SaSj1      ------ . .A   . .G  C......G C . T . G    A .  A GG .C A ∆
 SaSj2      ------ . .A   . G.  -------G C T T . G    A .  A GG .C A †
 SahSj3     ------ . .A   . G.  -------G C T T . G    A .  A GG .C A †

Morochupa

 SahM7      ------ . .A   . G.  -------G C T T . G    A .  A GG .C A †
 SaM3       ------ . .A   . G.  -------G C T T . G    A .  A GG .C A †
 SaM5       ------ . .A   . G.  -------G C T T . G    A .  A GG .C A †
 SaM6       ------ . .A   . G.  -------G C T T . G    A .  A .. GC A

 SaM4       ------ . .A   . G.  -------G C T T . G    A .  A GG .C A †
 SaM7       ------ . .A   . G.  -------G C T T . G    A .  A GG .C A †
 SaM1       ------ . .A   . .G  C......G C . T . G    A .  A GG .C A ∆
 SaM2       ------ . .A   . .G  C......G C . T . G    A .  A .. GC A
 SaM8       ------ . GA   . .G  C......G C . T . G    A .  A GG .C A
 SaM10      ------ . .A   . .G  C......G C . T . G    A .  A GG .C A ∆
 SaM11      ------ . .A   . .G  C......G C . T . G    A .  A GG .C A ∆

S. habr. ------ . .A   . ..  ....C..G . . . . G    A .  A .. .. A 

Fig. 2 Summary of nucleotide

polymorphism in the aligned

sequences of Asr2 from

Solanum arcanum (LA0385,

San Juan and LA2151,

Morochupa). See Fig. 1 for

further explanation. Empty

triangles (D) and black daggers

(�) on the right indicate two

types of haplotypes shared

between populations

Table 1 Summary statistics of nucleotide heterozygosity in S. chilense and S. arcanum

S. chilense S. arcanum

Asr2 CT114 Asr2 CT114

n 17 12 25 23

L(nt) 466 1165 471 1169

Sall 4 13 22 32

syn 3 3 4 7

noncod 0 8 7 18

nonsyn 1 2 11 7

t 3 4 12 17

hw (SD) 0.0025 (0.0015) 0.0037 (0.0017) 0.0126 (0.0048) 0.0074 (0.0028)

p (SD) 0.0010 (0.0006) 0.0020 (0.0012) 0.0172 (0.0013) 0.0034 (0.0011)

n: number of analyzed sequences; L(nt): sequence length (number of nucleotides); S: number of all (all), synonymous (syn), noncoding (noncod)

and non-synonymous (nonsyn) segregating sites; t: number of distinct haplotypes; hw: Watterson’s estimator; p: average number of pairwise

differences per site (nucleotide diversity); SD: standard deviation

Genetica (2009) 136:13–25 17
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(GenBank accession numbers: AY217010 and AY941663,

respectively).

Statistical significance of standard tests of neutrality was

assessed with one-sided tests, shifting side according to the

sign of the observed value, and based on the empirical

distribution of test statistics generated with DnaSP 4.1 by

means of coalescent simulations (10,000 replicates). We

conditioned on S (the number of segregating sites) and

assumed no recombination (except for Fu’s Fs Test) to be

conservative. Fu’s Fs test is not conservative to recombi-

nation, which may generate additional recombinant

haplotypes. Hence, we conditioned on an overestimate of

the recombination (per gene) parameter (R) when we

applied this test to CT114 in S. arcanum, for which more

extreme negative values were observed. We used an unli-

kely high value of R (=5) that largely exceeds the value

estimated for our dataset (R = 0.001). We employed the

SCANMS software (Ardell 2004) to correct for multiple

testing when Tajima’s D test was conducted in a sliding-

window mode. We computed values of maxima for Taj-

ima’s test statistic D obtained using coalescent simulations

(1,000 replicates, conditioned on S), and then tested the

significance of positive values by means of a one-sided test.

We also conducted coalescent simulations to investigate

whether the observed haplotype structure observed in Asr2

in S. arcanum (see results section) is compatible with the

equilibrium neutral model. In other words, what we want to

know is the probability of recovering, under neutrality, a

haplotype structuring at least as marked as that found in our

sample. We employed the ms software (Hudson 2002) to

run coalescent simulations (1,000 replicates) under the

standard neutral model (Hudson 1990), conditioned on

sample size and the number of silent segregating sites

recorded in our sample. We selected those replicates in

which the difference in the number of alleles included in

the larger and smaller haplogroups splitting from the

common ancestor in the genealogy of the entire sample was

equal to or less than the observed (i.e. those cases with a

haplotype structure at least as pronounced as the observed

in our data) and recorded the number of fixed differences

and the average number of nucleotide differences (Dxy)

between the haplogroups. Then, we contrasted the observed

number of silent fixed differences between haplotypic lin-

eages and Dxy (for silent sites) with the empirical

distribution obtained in the simulations.

Since simulations were generated assuming no recom-

bination, putative recombinant sequences were excluded

from the analysis. Conversely, many recombination events

would pass undetected and the test is conservative to those

cases. In the simulations we considered the indels in sites

208 and 222. This strategy should not necessarily lead to a

non-conservative test, since one of these sites would not

count for fixed differences between haplogroups. In

addition site 192, which would add an extra fixed differ-

ence if the indel was considered as a fifth state, was

excluded from the analysis since it does not meet the

infinite-sites model.

Results

Four polymorphic sites (1 non-synonymous) were detected

in Asr2 and 13 (2 non-synonymous) in CT114 of S. chi-

lense (Fig. 1, Table 1). Interestingly, all polymorphic

variants were singletons in both genes. In addition, three

indels were found in the intron of CT114. Three haplotypes

were detected in our Asr2 sample of S. chilense (Table 1)

with a frequency distribution of 15:1:1 (Fig. 1a). Poly-

morphic variants in CT114 were not randomly distributed

among sequences. Indeed, 9 variants were exclusively

associated to one haplotype that matched the ancestral state

(as compared to the outgroup) in 6 out of the 13 poly-

morphic sites recorded in this gene (Fig. 1b). In

consequence, haplotype frequencies in CT114 were very

skewed (Fig. 1b, Table 1) with a major haplotype and the

others represented only once (9:1:1:1). Such skewness in

the haplotype frequency spectrum of both genes resulted in

values of haplotype diversity that were significantly lower

than expected under neutrality (Hd = 0.228 and

Hd = 0.455, for Asr2 and CT114, respectively; P \ 0.02

for both loci), as assessed by coalescent simulations con-

ditioning on S and assuming no recombination.

Asr2 and CT114 exhibited contrasting patterns of varia-

tion in S. arcanum. Nucleotide heterozygosity as measured

by Watterson’s estimator was 1.7 times greater in Asr2 than

in CT114. Twenty-two out of 471 sites (4.7%) were poly-

morphic in the former, while 32 out of 1,169 sites (2.7%) in

the latter (Table 1). Under neutrality, this difference may be

accounted for by differences in mutation rates between genes

or simply by stochastic coalescent variance. However, the

apparent difference in the proportion of polymorphic sites

between genes was accompanied by clear differences in the

frequency spectrum of variants segregating in each gene. In

particular, 22 out of 32 segregating sites were singletons in

CT114, whereas most variants in Asr2 were in intermediate

frequency. This difference is consistently reflected in the

estimates of nucleotide diversity which was 5 times greater

in Asr2 than in CT114 (Table 1).

Estimates of nucleotide diversity (p) in Asr2 in

S. arcanum were 17 times greater (pooling across sampling

localities) than in S. chilense, whereas estimates of nucle-

otide diversity in CT114 were more alike between species

(Table 1). Likewise, estimates of hw for Asr2 and CT114

were 5 and 2 times greater in S. arcanum than in S. chilense

(Table 1). However, the HKA test, which is effective in

detecting departures from the neutral model due to
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selection and/or differences in mutation rates between the

two genes, did not yield significant results neither in S.

arcanum nor S. chilense.

Besides the 22 nucleotide polymorphisms found in the

Asr2 gene in S. arcanum, we detected the presence of 4

indels, one in the first exon and the rest in the intron

(Fig. 2). Eleven nucleotide polymorphisms, including three

singletons, were replacement changes (the indel affecting

two amino acids was considered as a single non-synony-

mous polymorphic site in further analyses) in this species.

Polymorphic variants in S. arcanum appear to be clustered

into two haplotypic groups and two presumptive recom-

binant haplotypes (SaSjB and SahSj4) which exhibit

combinations of variants of the main haplogroups (Fig. 2).

Populations of S. arcanum exhibited a certain degree of

genetic differentiation for both loci due to differences in

the frequency spectrum of polymorphic variants

(Kst* = 0.169, P \ 0.001 and Kst* = 0.028, P \ 0.05, for

Asr2 and CT114, respectively) which might be responsible

for the haplotype structure observed in Asr2. However, we

did not find fixed differences between populations and

several completely identical haplotypes were common to

both populations (Figs. 2 and 3). These two features could

be ascribed to ancestral shared polymorphisms and/or to

moderate levels of gene flow.

Neutrality tests

Tajima’s D and Fu and Li’s F were negative and sig-

nificant in Asr2 in S. chilense, mainly due to synonymous

variation (Table 2). These tests were also negative for

CT114, though Tajima’s D was significant only for all

and silent variation (Table 2). These results point to an

overall excess of rare variants in both genes. Fu’s Fs was

not significant neither in Asr2 nor in CT114 (Table 2),

suggesting that the number of haplotypes conditional on

the number of segregating sites observed, did not depart

from neutral expectations. In contrast, Fay and Wu’s test

yielded significant results for CT114, except for non-

synonymous sites, pointing to an excess of high frequency

derived silent variants. The non-significant value of this

test for non-synonymous sites, together with the negative

values of Tajima’s D and Fu and Li’s F tests, may be

accounted for by two singletons derived replacement

changes (Fig. 1b).

In S. arcanum, Tajima’s and Fu and Li’s tests were not

significant in Asr2, though the test statistics were invariably

positive (Table 2) even when both localities (San Juan and

Morochupa) were analyzed separately (not shown). The

highest value of Tajima’s D, which corresponds to silent

variation, was marginally significant (P \ 0.06), pointing

CT114 INTRON EXON INT. EX. EX.
      1==17--------------242==========559--------------730=====888---989====1169 

                                                                          11 
                     1      22  444455   566666 66 6667    7 88          900 
            2333666990      68  568812   701112 44 7891    6 14          924 
            6246178260      54  471749   527890 58 7535    0 93          939 
San Juan 

SaSj1       TTTACATAGT      TT  GCAAGG   AAAACC T- AAAT    T CA          GAG 
SaSj2       ..........      .C  .....A   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.A
SaSj3       ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. ♦
SahSj3      ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. ♦
SaSj4       ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. ♦
SahSj4      ..........      .C  ......   ...... C. ....    . ..          A.. 
SaSj6       ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. ♦
SaSj7       ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          AG.
SaSj8       ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . .G          A.. 
SaSjA       ......C...      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. 
SaSjE       ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    A ..          A.. 
SaSjF       ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. ♦

Morochupa

SaM1        ..........      .C  C.....   G.---- .T –CGC    . T.          A..
SaM2        ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. ♦
SaM3        ..........      .C  ...G..   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. 
SaM5        CCA.T..GA-      .C  C.....   G.---- .T –CGC    . T.          A.. 
SaM6        ...G......      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. 
SaM7        ..........      .C  ......   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. ♦
SahM7       .....G....      .C  .....A   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. 
SaM8        ..........      .C  .TG...   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. 
SaM9        ..........      CC  C...C.   G..... .. .C.C    . ..          A.. 
SaM10       ..........      .C  .....A   ...... .. ....    . ..          A.. 
SaM11       ..........      .C  ......   .G.... .. ....    . ..          A.. 

S. habr. C...T..GA-      .C  C.....   G..... .. .CGC    . ..          A.. 

Fig. 3 Summary of nucleotide

polymorphism in the aligned

sequences of CT114 from

Solanum arcanum (LA0385,

San Juan and LA2151,

Morochupa). See Fig. 1 for

further explanation. Black

diamonds (r) on the right

indicate haplotypes shared

between populations
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to an excess of silent variants in intermediate frequency.

When Tajima’s test was applied to Asr2 using a sliding

window approach (100 bp of window length and 40 bp

each step size), two regions (161–260 and 361–460)

exhibited a significant D (all variable sites considered)

(Fig. 4). However, after applying the correction for mul-

tiple tests (as implemented in SCANMS software) Tajima’s

D for these regions became marginally significant. Inter-

estingly, these regions contain 3 non-synonymous

polymorphisms segregating in intermediate frequency and

two of them (161 and 427–428) are polymorphic in both

populations (Fig. 2). However, the first candidate fragment

is far from being centered on the replacement substitution.

In contrast, Tajima’s and Fu and Li’s tests statistics were

negative and significant in CT114, pointing to an overall

excess of singletons (Table 2). Similar results were

obtained for each population separately (not shown). Fu’s

Fs was also significant reflecting an excess of haplotypes

relative to the expectations under mutation-drift equilib-

rium (Table 2). As in S. chilense, Fay and Wu’s test

yielded a negative and significant value for CT114 (mostly

due to variation in noncoding regions), indicating an excess

of derived variants in high frequency. This result seems to

be particularly caused by the frequency spectrum at sites

26, 61, 92, 96, 100, 454, 575, 685, 693 and 715, for which

haplotype SaM5 fully matches the ancestral states (Table 2,

Fig. 3).

Haplotype structure in Asr2

Genealogical relationships of Asr2 haplotypes, illustrated

as a haplotype network, are shown in Fig. 5. The skewed

frequency of Asr2 haplotypes in S. chilense is evident in

the network structure (Fig. 5a). The major haplotype is

represented by 15 sequences. Two branches, with two

mutations (singletons) each, connect the major haplotype to

the two remaining sequences of the sample. It is worth to

note that three fixed changes, which affect the encoded

ASR2 protein (two replacements and one indel), were

Table 2 Tests of neutrality for Asr2 and CT114 in S. chilense and S.
arcanum

S. chilense S. arcanum

Asr2 CT114 Asr2 CT114

Tajima’s D

Dall -1.843* -1.970** 1.344 -2.089**

Dsyn -1.706 -1.629 0.257 -1.765**

Dsil -1.706 -1.911** 1.512 -1.996**

Dnonsyn -1.164 -1.451 0.960 -1.896**

Fu and Li’s F

Fall -2.958* -1.591 0.502 -2.478*

Fsyn -2.661* -0.490 -0.729 -2.482*

Fsil -2.661* -1.174 0.536 -1.901

Fnonsyn -1.674 -2.100 0.326 -3.125**

Fu’s Fs

Fs
all -0.445 1.272 0.131 -10.287**

Fs
syn -0.963 1.054 0.589 -3.922*

Fs
sil -0.963 2.269 0.825 -5.373*

Fs
nonsyn -0.748 -1.325 -0.361 -4.322**

Fay and Wu’s H

Hall 0.441 -8.485** 0.853 -13.787**

Hsyn 0.331 -3.182** 0.487 0.767

Hsil 0.331 -8.788** -0.140 -12.941**

Hnonsyn 0.110 0.303 0.993 -0.846

Test statistics are given for all (all), synonymous (syn), synonymous

plus noncoding (sil) and non-synonymous (nonsyn) variation

* P \ 0.05; ** P \ 0.02; *** P \ 0.001
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Fig. 4 A sliding window plot

of Tajima’s D test applied to all

variation of Asr2 sequences

from S. arcanum. Window size

spans 100 nt and each step size

is 40 nt. Dall = 2.100 and

Dall = 2.079 for regions

comprised between sites 161–

260 and 361–460, respectively

(# 0.09 [ P [ 0.05, after

correction for multiple tests).

The amino acid replacements

are showed in the corresponding

gene regions (the exact

nucleotide positions of those

replacements are indicated in

parentheses)
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detected as mutations occurring in the branch connecting to

the outgroup (Fig. 5a).

Segregating variants in Asr2 do not seem to be evenly

distributed among sequences in S. arcanum (Fig. 2) as

mentioned earlier. In effect, a close examination of the

genealogy presented in Fig. 5b reflects the presence of two

fairly well differentiated haplotypic groups, diverging from a

common node that connects to the outgroup. Consistently, a

neighbor-joining tree (using p-distance algorithm) yielded a

qualitatively equivalent structure with two major

haplogroups (not shown). Indeed, Kst* statistic (Hudson et al.

1992) yielded a highly significant value (Kst* = 0.389,

P \ 0.001), just confirming the presence of two clearly

defined haplogroups. Segregating sites 96, 200, 208, 227,

255, 396, 427–428, 437, 447 and the indel spanning positions

23–28, seem to be responsible for such haplotypic structure

(Fig. 2). In contrast, and as expected from the observed

distribution of polymorphic variants (Fig. 3), the genealogy

of CT114 did not reveal such a haplotypic structure (not

shown).

Fig. 5 Haplotype networks for Asr2 sequences of S. chilense (a) and

S. arcanum (b) inferred by the statistical parsimony method. Each

branch denotes a single mutational step. Ovals correspond to one or

several identical haplotypes. Empty circles represent hypothetical

haplotypes or ‘‘missing intermediates’’. The outgroup (S. habrocha-
ites) is indicated by a rectangle. Each nucleotide change, preceded by

its position, is shown along branches in the form of ancestral/derived

states according to the outgroup (* change polarity not determined).

For branches with more than a single mutational step, changes were

ordered arbitrarily. Non-synonymous changes are grey shaded
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There are two important features in the generalogy of

Asr2 haplotypes. First, one of the main Asr2 haplogroups is

composed exclusively by haplotypes sampled in San Juan

(Fig. 5b), and, second, the rest of the haplotypes do not

cluster according to their geographic origin. In fact,

sequences sampled in San Juan and Morochupa appear, in

general, intermingled (Fig. 5b). The latter observation is

not unexpected given the extensive sharing of completely

identical haplotypes between sampling sites (Fig. 2).

As mentioned earlier, the combinations of allelic variants

present in SaSjB and SahSj4 haplotypes are presumably the

product of intragenic recombination between haplogroups

(Fig. 2). In fact, at least one recombination event between

sites 161 and 395 (Rm = 1) can be detected using the four-

gamete test (Hudson and Kaplan 1985).

We also examined the structure of the haplotype net-

work searching for recombination signals following

Crandall and Templeton (1999). Putative recombinants are

located closer to the node coming from the outgroup than

the rest of the haplotypes, and connected to both haplo-

groups by rather long branches (Fig. 5b), so that if

confidence limits are further constrained up to 99% (3

mutational steps) both haplotypes are the only ingroup

sequences that segregate from the others as isolated net-

works. We further tested for physical clustering of

mutations present in each pair of branches coming together

at each putative recombinant haplotype (Crandall and

Templeton 1999). This analysis yielded a hypergeometric

tail probability of P[k=3] = 0.029 for SaSjB, indicating a

significantly non-random spatial pattern along the

sequence. Although the spatial pattern of SahSj4 is also

quite suggestive, a non-significant value of hypergeometric

tail probability (P[k=3] = 0.2651) was obtained.

Coalescent simulations

From the empirical distribution of random generated gene-

alogies conditioned on the number of sequences (n = 23)

and the number of silent segregating sites (S = 10), we

found that the probability of having two lineages of n - x

and x sequences each (with x varying from 8 to 11) with 6 or

more fixed differences between lineages was 0.044. Like-

wise, the probability of obtaining a value of Dxy equal to or

higher than the observed (Dxy = 6.85) was also unexpected

under neutrality P½Dxy � 6:85� ¼ 0:049
� �

.

In order to control for population structure effects that may

produce or accentuate the dimorphic haplotypic structure

observed in S. arcanum, we conducted similar coalescent

simulations considering only the sequences sampled in San

Juan, since only in this locality we found the two main ha-

plogroups. The probability of having two lineages of n0 - x0

and x0 sequences (where x0 = 4–6) with the observed number

(=6) or more fixed differences between lineages was 0.073 and

the probability of obtaining a Dxy value equal to or higher than

the observed (=6.75) was 0.064. In this case probability values

are low though only marginally significant. Thus we may

conclude that, although still suggestive, the observed haplo-

typic structure is compatible with neutrality if we only

consider individuals sampled in San Juan.

Discussion

In a previous work, we have shown that Asr2, one of the

members of the Asr family in tomato that is expressed under

water-stress conditions, has experienced an acceleration in

the rate of replacement substitutions in the lineages leading

to tomato species known to live in dry and semiarid-mesic

environments, namely S. chilense and S. arcanum, respec-

tively (Frankel et al. 2003). However, the artifactual effects

of false positives, potentially obtained through the underly-

ing PAML method, cannot be completely ruled out. Hence,

our analysis of polymorphism distribution in this drought-

responsive gene offers a complementary approach to test for

adaptation at the molecular level in these species.

Our comparative study revealed qualitatively and

quantitatively different patterns of variation in Asr2

between S. chilense and S. arcanum. These results suggest,

at first sight, that this gene may have been the target of

different selective regimes in these species. On one hand,

the extremely low values of nucleotide variation in Asr2 in

S. chilense, which dwells in the desert of Atacama (one of

the driest regions of the world), are compatible with the

expectations for a gene that has passed through a relatively

recent selective sweep (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974).

Nevertheless, this result alone cannot be considered as

conclusive evidence of positive selection since a reduction

in the effective population size might also cause a con-

comitant genome-wide reduction of variation. In fact,

patterns of nucleotide variation in the non-linked CT114

gene point in this direction, as it also exhibited low levels

of variation and a significant excess of rare variants.

To distinguish between positive selection and a severe

bottleneck we need information of nucleotide variation in

unlinked loci. Estimates of nucleotide polymorphism have

been recently reported in S. chilense for several genes

(Roselius et al. 2005; Städler et al., 2005; Arunyawat et al.

2007). The results reported so far show that levels of within

population variation vary considerably across loci, and that

the population studied in this paper (Ayavirı́) exhibits the

lowest estimates of heterozygosity. Thus, it may be argued

that this population has suffered a bottleneck or it has been

isolated as a deme for a relatively long time with a sub-

sequent loss of genetic diversity and pronounced changes

in the polymorphism frequency spectrum (Arunyawat et al.

2007 and present paper).
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Our survey revealed that patterns of nucleotide variation

in Asr2 (and also CT114) in the S. chilense population of

Ayavirı́ differ greatly from genome-wide trends reported in

other studies of this species. For instance, studies of several

loci yielded positive and significant values of Tajima’s and

Fu and Li’s tests (Roselius et al. 2005; Städler et al. 2005;

Arunyawat et al. 2007) pointing to a genome-wide excess

of variants in intermediate frequency, irrespective of the

level of variation detected in each locus, which is in sharp

contrast with the negative Tajima’s and Fu and Li’s values

obtained for Asr2 in the present study (Table 2). Despite

these differences might be attributed to different sampling

schemes, a historical bottleneck or positive selection can-

not be ruled out as plausible explanations of the patterns

observed in Ayavirı́.

Although the results of both Tajima’s and Fu and Li’s

tests were compatible with a selective sweep in Asr2, the

test of Fay and Wu, which is particularly suitable in

detecting positive selection, failed to reject the null

hypothesis of selective neutrality. Nevertheless, if an

advantageous mutation is driven to rapid fixation produc-

ing a complete sweep of linked neutral variation, the test

statistic (H) would be non-significant since ancestral vari-

ants would pass largely undetected in the ingroup (Fay and

Wu 2000). Even, if the selected allele did not reach com-

plete fixation but increased considerably in frequency,

linked neutral derived variants would be dragged so that

ancestral variants of those sites would be less likely to be

sampled. Alternatively, if low mutation rates are assumed

the beneficial mutation could have been associated with no

derived neutral alleles during the sweep, thus hitchhiking

only ancestral variants. To assess these possibilities we

looked for fixed derived variants in Asr2 between S. chi-

lense and the outgroup. We found two aminoacid

substitutions (Fig. 5a) between S. chilense and S. habro-

chaites at positions 53 (Lysine/Arginine), and 307 (Proline/

Leucine), those mapped to the terminal branch of S. chi-

lense (Frankel et al. 2003). The latter implies a radical

substitution of a highly conserved amino acid site and

would probably result in relevant functional differences.

Our survey of nucleotide variation in Asr2 in S. arcanum

revealed a fairly high number of intermediate frequency

variants when sequences sampled in both populations were

analyzed together (Fig. 4, Table 2). In addition, the gene-

alogy uncovered the presence of two well defined

haplotypic classes (Fig. 5b). These features contrast shar-

ply with the pattern detected in CT114. Thus, a single

process with genome-wide effects cannot simultaneously

account for these contrasting patterns; however different

selective regimes could indeed produce such difference.

Contrary to our suspicion, based on a study in S. peru-

vianum (Städler et al. 2005), a close relative of S. arcanum,

showing that nucleotide variation in CT114 did not depart

from neutrality, our study revealed deviations from neutral

expectations in S. arcanum. In fact, patterns of variation in

CT114 exhibited signatures compatible with positive

selection as suggested by the results of Tajima’s and Fay

and Wu’s tests. These results are not surprising given the

potentiality of selection on the gene’s function. Albeit the

negative and significant Tajima’s test statistic could reflect

a population expansion, Fay and Wu test is less sensitive to

demographic changes and false positives could only be

expected from other factors such as mis-orientation of

ancestral states resulting from multiple hits in the outgroup

(Baudry and Depaulis 2003). In any case, these results cast

doubts on the use of this locus as a potential control for

demographic effects. Unfortunately, the lack of studies of

genetic variation in S. arcanum limits our possibilities to

accurately infer the evolutionary forces that shaped varia-

tion in Asr2.

Tajima’s test uncovered a considerable number of

intermediate frequency variants, although it was only

marginally significant (after correction for multiple tests),

in two regions of Asr2 in S. arcanum when it was applied

using a sliding window approach (Fig. 4). These regions

involve replacement changes, which, incidentally, are in

intermediate frequency, at positions 161, 427–428 (same

codon), and 437. These three amino acid polymorphisms

seem to be responsible for the accelerated rate of non-

synonymous substitutions in the terminal branch of

S. arcanum as reported in Frankel et al. (2003). One of

these replacements (Alanine/Valine) implies a size change

that may lead to a functionally altered protein (Frankel

et al. 2003). Likewise, a drastic modification in the ASR2

protein may result from a Lysine/Glycine change which

brings about an alteration of the residue polarity and the

charge of the polypeptide. These non-conservative amino

acid replacements may be considered as likely candidates

for targets of balancing selection.

The presence of a haplotypic structure has often been

interpreted as the signature of balancing selection even when

standard tests of neutrality do not reject the null hypothesis.

For instance, two significantly differentiated allelic classes

were interpreted as evidence of balancing selection in the

Adh locus of Arabidopsis thaliana (Hanfstingl et al. 1994)

and the PgiC locus of Leavenworthia (Filatov and Charles-

worth 1999). In both studies, the authors noted that the lack

of statistical power may be responsible for the failure to

reject the null hypothesis. Since the tests employed assume

no recombination, a reduced statistical power is expected in

regions where intralocus recombination is likely to occur, as

in the cases of PgiC and Adh (Filatov and Charlesworth

1999; Hanfstingl et al. 1994). Therefore, the lack of signifi-

cance of standard neutrality tests in Asr2 in S. arcanum, in

which evidence of recombination was found, cannot be

considered as strong evidence against balancing selection,
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particularly for Fu’s test which is based on the number of

haplotypes. In fact, Tajima’s D (considering all variation) for

Asr2 in S. arcanum, conditioned on the number of segre-

gating sites and the value of the recombination parameter

estimated from our dataset (R = 5.4), was significant at the

0.05 level.

However, non selective explanations can also account

for dimorphic patterns in haplotype structure. For instance,

Aguadé (2001) detected a similar pattern of variation in

FAH1 and F3H in A. thaliana. This model species is

essentially self-compatible and heterozygous individuals

are notably scarce, making effective recombination extre-

mely rare. In this context, Aguadé (2001) showed that a

dimorphic haplotypic structure could also be consistent

with a neutral model without recombination in this species.

Interestingly, coalescent simulations showed that the

observed number of fixed differences and Dxy between

haplogroups of Asr2 in S. arcanum are unlikely under an

equilibrium neutral model with no recombination for the

entire dataset (pooling San Juan and Morochupa popula-

tions). However, when only individuals sampled in San

Juan were considered coalescent simulations yielded only

marginally significant results, suggesting that the observed

haplotypic structure may be accounted for by a ‘‘species-

wide sampling’’ effect, like a natural population admixture

of formerly isolated populations. In fact, the two diverged

haplotypes only coexist in one of the populations sampled

(San Juan) while in the other (Morochupa) only one of the

haplogroups has been detected, suggesting that the former

may be in the area of secondary contact.

Testing for physical clustering of mutations (Crandall and

Templeton 1999) gave strong support in favor of the occur-

rence of intralocus recombination along the sequence of

SaSjB, while the evidence was not so clear for the other

putative recombinant SahSj4, in spite of exhibiting a sug-

gestive spatial pattern. However, this result could be

explained by gene conversion or, alternatively, by a double

recombination event (involving sites 159 and 161; Fig. 2).

This possibility is not unlikely since recombinants can, not

only, arise naturally but also as a PCR artifact (Bradley and

Hillis 1997). Indeed, no additional mutations, i.e. other than

those occurring in the putative parental branches, leading to

SahSj4 are present (Fig. 5b, Crandall and Templeton 1999).

In summary, we present an example of two closely

related tomato species with different patterns of nucleotide

variation in a gene that plays an important role to alleviate

restricted water availability. In both species we observed

departures from neutral expectations. However, further

research is necessary to elucidate whether these apparent

signatures of selection may be ascribed to selective forces

associated to unique climatic features: one climate is rather

constant whereas the other is seasonally fluctuating, or to

demographic explanations based on population bottlenecks

in S. chilense and population admixture of divergent pop-

ulations in S. arcanum.
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